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Data cleaning method
There are limitations associated with water trade 
information reported in the state-based registers, 
specifically the timeliness and accuracy of 
reported prices. To filter out outlier prices and 
generate robust statistics about market activity, 
Aither uses a proprietary and tested data 
cleaning method. Aither uses its data cleaning 
programs to analyse Aither’s southern Murray-
Darling Basin water trade database that includes 
over 300,000 individual allocation and entitlement 
trade records.

There continues to be potential for further 
improvements in water markets data and in the 
efficient operation of water markets. In addition, 
state water registers remain unable to separately 
report transfers between environmental holdings 
or related parties, which complicates analysis of 
allocation and entitlement trade volume and 
price. 

Rounding errors
Rounding errors may result in slightly different 
numbers being presented in this report as can be 
calculated from raw data and calculations. 

Irrigation corporation trade data
A significant volume of water trade occurs within irrigation corporations, for which detailed data – especially in relation to 
prices of trades – is generally not publicly available in a timely manner. Due to these data availability and transparency issues, 
Aither has excluded trades within irrigation corporations from all analysis within this report unless explicitly identified.

Carryover estimates
The volume of water carried over from one water year to the next is not published in a centralised manner across state 
governments. Aither’s estimates of 2018-19 and 2019-20 consumptive carryover in Victoria and New South Wales are based 
on the following data sources.

• Resource distribution information available in the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment’s water 
allocation statements (3 August 2020) for the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley. Carryover held by the environment 
is excluded.

• Net carryover at 1 July in the Victorian Murray and Goulburn (private) available on the Victorian Water Register website. 
Carryover held by the environment and Victorian water corporations is excluded.

There may be a small volume of carryover in South Australia. Private carryover in South Australia was announced in April 
2020 when minimum opening irrigation allocation was less than 50 percent. 

Data sources
Aither relies on data obtained from multiple third-party sources. Consequently, any information presented in this report shall 
be subject to the accuracy and limitations of data obtained from third-party sources on the date of extraction.

Notes
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Notes

Aither Entitlement Index
Like indices used in commodity and equity markets, the Aither Entitlement Index (AEI) provides a simple overall snapshot 
of how the major water entitlements in the southern Murray-Darling Basin are performing. Updated monthly, water 
market participants can use the AEI to benchmark the capital value performance of water portfolios and investments over 
time. The AEI’s scope and method is outlined below.

• Scope: The AEI tracks the performance (capital value) of a group of major water entitlement types across the 
southern Murray-Darling Basin. The AEI covers the following entitlement types: NSW Murray HS; NSW Murray GS; 
NSW Murrumbidgee HS; NSW Murrumbidgee GS; VIC 1A Greater Goulburn HRWS; VIC 1A Greater Goulburn LRWS; 
VIC 6 Murray (Dart to Barmah) HRWS; VIC 6 Murray (Dart to Barmah) LRWS; VIC 7 Murray (Barmah to SA) HRWS; VIC 
7 Murray (Barmah to SA) LRWS; SA Murray (Class 3) HS. 

• Timing: The AEI is calculated monthly and is indexed to 100 in July 2008. The index commenced from this date as this 
is when sufficiently reliable data became available. 

• Prices: Historical monthly entitlement prices are calculated as volume-weighted average prices (VWAPs) from state 
water register data. Since June 2015, Aither has generated the AEI using monthly entitlement valuations that we 
undertake in-house.

• Index method: The computation of the AEI uses a Tornqvist-Theil Price Index method. The AEI is not an accumulation 
index.

The Aither Entitlement Index is now available by 
subscription.
The simplest way for water portfolio managers to 
benchmark performance and attract new investors.

As a subscriber to the Aither Entitlement Index, you’ll 
receive the monthly updates straight to your inbox 
as a downloadable Excel workbook on the second 
business day of every month.

Every month, we track the performance of high 
security, general security, high reliability, and low 
reliability water entitlements in the southern Murray-
Darling Basin. Each monthly update includes the full 
historical record of the index (dating back to 2008).

You’ll receive all this value for only $2,500 + GST per 
year.

https://www.aither.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Aither-Water-Entitlement-Index-Brochure.pdf
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Notes
Table notes

Table 1: Aither has applied a cleaning 
methodology to remove outlier and $0 trades 
before calculating volume-weighted average 
prices. The estimated value of commercial 
allocation trade excludes allocation transfers 
reported at $0 per ML which are used as a 
proxy for non-commercial transfers. This 
approach may understate the total value of 
commercial trade because known trade 
disclosure issues result in the reporting of some 
commercial allocation trades at $0.

Table 2: All reported trades are included in all 
calculations. Total net trade calculations will not 
necessarily equal zero because some connected 
systems are not included in this analysis. 
Victorian data includes an adjustment for 
pooled accounts and reflects information 
available on the public Victorian Water Register.

Table 3: Separating commercial transfers from 
non-commercial transfers is important to 
achieve an accurate picture of the market. Based 
on current public reporting practices of most 
state governments, it remains difficult to identify 
or categorise types of transfers. In Table 3, 
trades with a reported price greater than $0 per 
ML are included in all calculations. Transfers 
reported at $0 per ML are removed (a proxy for 
non-commercial transfers). Total net trade 
calculations will not necessarily equal zero 
because some connected systems are not 
included in this analysis. Victorian data includes 
an adjustment for pooled accounts and reflects 
information available on the public Victorian 
Water Register.

Table 4: Outlier entitlement trades have been 
excluded from price calculations. All reported 
trades are included in calculations of number 
and volumes of trade regardless of reported 
price. Trade within irrigation corporations is not 
included in calculations in this table because 
they are not reported on the New South Wales 
Water Register.

Table 5: In previous reports, Aither has reported 
the estimated value of environmental holdings 
based on Commonwealth environmental 
purchases only. In this report, total entitlement 
on issue and total environmental holdings data 
provided by the Victorian, New South Wales, 
and South Australian governments were used to 
estimate market size and value (see Aither 
2020b). Estimated value of entitlements is based 
on the volume of entitlement on issue (total or 
environment) multiplied by the annual volume-
weighted average price for a given entitlement 
type. Volume-weighted average prices were 
generated using data reported on the state-
based water registers. The exceptions are NSW 
Murray 10 and NSW Murray 11 (general security 
and high security) entitlement types. These 
entitlement types are not separated on the New 
South Wales Water Register. In these cases, 
Aither used monthly fair market unit values 
averaged across 2019-20 to estimate the total 
value of entitlement. Aither generates fair 
market unit values for all major southern MDB 
entitlement types and allocation trading zones 
every month. 

Table 6: All reported trades are included in 
calculations of number and volumes of trade. 
Estimated turnover value calculations are based 
on total volume transferred multiplied by the 
annual volume-weighted average price for a 
given entitlement type. 

Volume-weighted average prices were 
generated using data reported on the state-
based water registers. Liquidity calculations 
exclude water allocated to entitlements held by 
environmental water holders (see note in Table 
5). Returns are presented in gross terms; they 
do not account for any fees or charges 
associated with holding entitlements or trading 
allocations. In zones which received 0 per cent 
water allocation for the 2019-20 water year, no 
returns are recorded because it was not possible 
to trade water allocations not received 
(carryover water would be an exception, but this 
has been excluded for simplicity). Return 
calculations do not include capital appreciation. 
Trade within irrigation corporations is not 
included in calculations in this table.

Table 7: Late season outlooks have been 
compiled from the state government water 
allocation outlooks available at 3 August 2020. 
State governments report outlooks for different 
periods. Victorian HRWS outlooks are to 17 
February 2021, NSW general security outlooks 
are to 1 November 2020, and SA Murray HS 
outlooks are to 1 April 2020. Estimate of 
consumptive water available based on average 
inflows scenario reported by each state

government (50 per cent chance of exceeding) 
and the estimated entitlement on issue available 
for irrigation provided by the Victorian, New 
South Wales, and South Australian governments 
(see Aither 2020b).
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Notes
Figure notes

Figure 1: For the purposes of this report, Aither 
has defined the southern Murray-Darling Basin 
as comprising of the Vic Goulburn, Vic Murray, 
NSW Murrumbidgee, and SA Murray.

Figure 4: Weather stations used are as follows: 
Griffith: Griffith Airport AWS, 75041; Berri: Berri, 
24025; Deniliquin: Deniliquin Airport AWS, 
74258; Shepparton: Shepparton Airport, 81125; 
Mildura: Mildura Airport, 76031; Leeton: Yanco
Agricultural Institute, 74037. 

Figure 6: Major headwater storages include 
Burrinjuck (Murrumbidgee), Blowering
(Murrumbidgee), Dartmouth (Murray), Hume 
(Murray) and Lake Eildon (Goulburn). Data are 
sourced from the Bureau of Meteorology. The 
Bureau of Meteorology sources its storage data 
from various third-party organisations (such as 
WaterNSW, Goulburn Murray Water). Data 
cleaning is undertaken by various organisations, 
and as such, the data are subject to the 
accuracy and limitations of the data obtained 
from these sources.

Figure 7: Allocations to all entitlement categories 
are shown, including allocations to 
environmental and Victorian water corporation 
holdings. Excludes carryover and distributions 
from irrigation corporations.

Figure 8: Excludes existing carryover and 
distributions from irrigation corporations.

Figure 9:  For a full description of the underlying 
data and assumptions, please see Aither, 2020b. 
These estimates are based on water supply and 
usage data provided by the Victorian, New 
South Wales, and South Australian 
governments, and supplemented with an 
estimate of the maturity of existing almond 
plantings and potential permanent horticultural 
plantings. The demand estimates include 
demand from vegetable growing in the 
Victorian and New South Wales Sunraysia. 2019-
20 water supply estimated based on final water 
allocations for 2019-20 (not including carryover).

Figure 10: Allocations to all entitlement 
categories are shown, including allocations to 
environmental water holdings and Victorian 
water corporation holdings. Excludes carryover 
and distributions from irrigation corporations. 
Major entitlement types used in the calculations 
are: NSW Murray HS; NSW Murray GS; NSW 
Murrumbidgee HS; NSW Murrumbidgee GS; VIC 
1A Greater Goulburn HRWS; VIC 1A Greater 
Goulburn LRWS; VIC 6 Murray (Dart to Barmah) 
HRWS; VIC 6 Murray (Dart to Barmah) LRWS; 
VIC 7 Murray (Barmah to SA) HRWS; VIC 7 
Murray (Barmah to SA) LRWS; SA Murray (Class 
3) HS. 

Figures 12 & 13: Murray above Choke includes 
zone 6 and 10. Murray below Choke includes 
zone 11, 7 and SA Murray. Combined Goulburn 
includes zones 1A, 1B and 3. Aither has applied a 
cleaning methodology to remove outlier and $0

trades before calculating volume-weighted 
average prices. No trades are excluded based 
on reported price from volume calculations. 
Trade within irrigation corporations is not 
included in these charts. Only ‘within’ and ‘into’ 
allocation trades have been included in volume 
and price calculations. ‘Out of’ allocation trades 
have been excluded on the basis that it would 
double count trades between zones. 

Figure 14: Aither has applied a cleaning 
methodology to remove outlier and $0 trades 
before calculating volume-weighted average 
prices. No trades are excluded based on 
reported price from volume calculations. Trade 
within irrigation corporations is not included in 
these charts. Only ‘within’ and ‘into’ allocation 
trades have been included in volume and price 
calculations. ‘Out of’ allocation trades have been 
excluded on the basis that it would double 
count trades between zones.

Figure 15: Aither has applied a cleaning 
methodology to remove outlier and $0 trades 
before calculating volume-weighted average 
prices. The trade opportunity represents the 
volume of water that is permitted to be traded 
downstream.

Figure 16 & 17: Aither has applied a cleaning 
methodology to remove outlier and $0 trades 
before calculating volume-weighted average 
prices. No trades are excluded based on 
reported price from volume calculations.

Figure 18 & 19: Aither has applied a cleaning 
methodology to remove outlier and $0 trades.
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The information contained in this publication is intended for general use to assist public knowledge 
and discussion and to help improve the management of water resources. Aither makes no warranties 
or guarantees, expressed or implied, in relation to any information provided in this report. 
Information in Aither’s water markets reports does not constitute: financial product advice (as that 
term is defined in section 766B of the Corporations Act (Cth) 2001); a warranty or guarantee in respect 
to the performance of an investment or as to the solvency of a person, entity or any debt; or legal 
advice, and should not be relied upon as such.

To the full extent permitted by law, Aither excludes all liability for any loss or damage howsoever 
arising suffered by the Client or any third party, whether as a result of the Client or third party's 
reliance on the accuracy or otherwise of the information presented herein. 

Any individual or entity relying on the information presented in this report should be aware that water 
markets can be volatile and can be affected by factors not considered in the analysis such as 
government policy, regulation, climate and commodity prices. Individuals and entities should exercise 
their own skill and judgement in applying the information presented herein to decision-making.
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